“The Rising of The Beast Out of The Sea”
Giving all praises to our Great, Good and Terrible God . For He is truly
worthy of all kudos and magnification. It is my honor to be able to be used as His
voice-box today. For truly the words that I speak are not my words but His.
Therefore, I would like to welcome you to this seminar, entitled, “The Rising of
The Beast Out of The Sea.”

Before, we begin I must first uplift and glorify  for sending His Son,  
 because without Him, I would undoubtedly be brainwashed right along with
the masses of the people. I would believe all kinds of silly and comical things. We
have been so spooked out by the dead dog preachers of this world that it’s amazing
that anyone could come down and even reach us. So, we must thank  for
saving us and teaching us the right way, which is Yahweh. Let us stand on our feet
and give  the praise and the glory.

Once again, I welcome you to this seminar entitled, “The Rising of The Beast Out
of The Sea.” This seminar is direly needed because, we were taught by our
taskmasters and great-great-great grandparents, all kinds of ridiculous things in
relation to the beast of Revelation, Chapter 13, like big red dragons with wings and
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a serpent tongue, scales like a lizard, claws like an eagle coming up out of the
middle of the Atlantic Ocean. Come on, is this not laughable? And it’s sad to see
our people believing things like this. And then, if you try to tell them about it, they
feel that you are insulting their intelligence, so they get huffish and mad. And they
will say such silly things like, “Well that’s what the Bible says.” Can you imagine,
this is what a good Christian upbringing and all that sprinkling and dipping in the
water does for a people, draws us farther and farther away from reality? We don’t
even think to read figuratively or symbolically. If Reverend Doctor Willie Wilson
taught in his Sunday sermon, that the Last Days will be like the Loch Ness monster
flying up out of the middle of the Atlantic Ocean with seven heads, ten horns, and
a fork tongue, to set the non-believers on fire, that’s what we would believe. We’d
think that Reverend Doctor Willie Wilson was the Gospel, but we wouldn’t
consider how unintelligent his theory would be. Now, could you imagine lying on
the beach and all of a sudden this big “thing” overshadows the earth? There would
be no hope. I mean, who could get away from it and then, on the other side who
would just lie there and be bitten and swallowed by something with multiple heads.
It’s bad enough trying to run from a Doberman Pincher. So this is where our quest
begins, right at Revelation, Chapter 13, verse 1. Please open your Bibles to this
scripture, please:
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And I stood upon the sand of the sea, and saw a beast rise up out
of the sea, having seven heads and ten horns, and upon his horns
ten crowns, and upon his heads the name of blasphemy.

“…and I saw a beast rise up out of the sea…” This is the segment of the scripture
that we will be decoding in this hour. The first word that we will be scrutinizing is
the word “sea.” With this being first and foremost we will destroy the theory of
the beast rising out of the Atlantic Ocean.

And then, upon this word being

analyzed you will understand why I decided to take this approach in establishing
the truth behind who this beast is and from whence he will come. On the authority
of The Synonym Finder, under the definition of “rise,” we see that He will ascend,
surmount, move upward, strengthen, wage war, originate and emanate from some
source. However the question is, what is this source?

Let us begin our course of study with the word sea, referenced in the Barnhart
Concise Dictionary of Etymology, copyright 1995, on page 697, it gives us the
origin or should I say a little background information on sea. It states that the word
sea, “probably about the year 1150 was see (s-e-e) and later became sea (s-e-a),
probably before 1200; developed from Old English.” This should immediately
draw attention, if you are aware of how the devil loves to deceive us by using a
“play on words.”
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This tells us that the devil changed the original spelling of the word from s-e-e to se-a. Could this have been to throw the saints of the Most High off course (Daniel
7:25)? The devil thought to change times and laws, so of course he could certainly
think to change words. Therefore, if this had not been traced back to the year 1150
(which is still not the correct time because he changed the time), but if this had not
been traced back, then we would believe from this contortion of words that
Revelation, Chapter 13, verse 1, was implying a body of water. We’d be studying
trying to find out which side of the Atlantic Ocean we would see the beast ascend.
By us coming to this new found knowledge we know not to be studying sea from
the standpoint of s-e-a, but rather from the origin of the word, which is s-e-e.

In accordance with The Cassell Concise Dictionary, Revised Edition, copyright
1998, on page 1334, see is the same as the “See of Rome;” the papacy. This
sparks a new insight, which means from this point forward we will be laying
heavy stones to bury the myth of the Atlantic Ocean and to build the landmark of
truth. Therefore, when we read Revelation, Chapter 13, verse 1 in part, we
should read it like this, “And I saw the beast rise up out of the See of Rome; the
papacy.”
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Question: What does this mean? What is the See of Rome or the papacy? Upon
researching I have come to discern that the See of Rome and the papacy are
synonymous, meaning that they carry the same definition. So let us get some
history on one of these words: papacy.

According to The Random House

Dictionary of the English Language, School Edition, copyright 1973, on page
551, papacy means “in the Roman Catholic Church.” This lets us know that the
beast will rise up, meaning that he will ascend, surmount, move upward,
strengthen, wage war, originate and emanate from within the “Roman Catholic
Church.” In the same reference source, papacy also means, “the office, dignity
or power of the pope; the system of Roman Catholic Government.” Now come,
let us put two and two together from the facts that we have just gathered to
further clarify the rise of the beast. This means that someone who has just been
identified as the Pope, who is the supreme head of the Roman Catholic Church
and the System of Roman Catholic Government will give rise to the beast. This
means that he will be the one whom he will originate and emanate from, he will
also be the one who will aid him to ascend, surmount, move upward, strengthen
and wage war.

To give further identity to the Pope, being that he is the one whom the beast shall
arise from let us shed light on exactly who the “pope,” is. In The Random House
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Dictionary of the English Language, School Edition, copyright 1973, on page
589, the Pope is “the Bishop of Rome, and as we have already found, the head of
the Roman Catholic Church.” Now this impresses another question in my mind,
how does the Pope or Bishop of Rome, or the Roman Catholic Church relate to
the rising of the beast out of the sea? I can gather that for the beast (who is
associated with the Pope or Bishop of Rome) to be a worldly power that will
affect us here in America, this must not only be about the “physical” land or the
people of Rome. It must be “seriously” deeper than this. Therefore, from the
title, “Bishop of Rome,” stemming from the word Pope, this must represent
something else, meaning that he must not only be the Pope or Bishop that sits
over a place called “Rome.”

On the authority of the Oxford Study Dictionary, copyright 1999, on page 596,
Rome is defined as, “the Roman Empire; the seat of the Roman Catholic
Church.” So now we know that we are talking about the seat of the “Roman
Empire” or Roman Catholic Church. Seat is the foundation or basis upon which
something sits. So provided these facts, we can take note that Rome is the
foundation or basis of where the Roman Catholic Church was established. So
just how far does the Roman Empire extend? If Roman is pertaining to the
Roman Catholic Church [Merriam Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary, Tenth
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Edition, copyright 1999, on page 1015] we can look at it this way, just how far
does the empire of the Roman Catholic Church extend?

This sends us on another escapade. In the Encarta World English Dictionary,
copyright 1999, on page 586, an empire is “lands ruled by single authority; a
group of nations or peoples ruled by a single authority,” while the Roman
Catholic Church is the Christian Church headed by the pope (Bishop of Rome)
[referenced in the Webster’s New World Dictionary, Third Edition, copyright
2000, on page 1244]. Now, with respect to the information just found, we can
deduce that the Catholics, which are a shortened form for Roman Catholics are
non other than Christians. If they are a Christian Church, they are none other
than Christians. Therefore, you have your Catholics that don’t know that they are
Christians and you have your Christians who don’t know that they are Catholics.
If you tell a Christian they’re Catholic they’ll say, “uh-uh.” Isn’t this a big mix
up? They distinguish themselves by religion, which they consider religion to
differ in doctrines and belief, but in all actuality, it’s the same thing. Some may
believe in faith and purification of sin by sprinkling, some may believe in
immersion of water, while others may believe in anointing with holy oil, yet they
all worship a false deity. However, if it’s not the teachings of  or His Son,
   then they worship the wrong one. They worship the Pope who has
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set up an image (Rev. 13:4). If it’s not Yahweh, it’s not the right way. This tells
us that people should just take the time to look up their religion in the dictionary
or the encyclopedia and they will find out that they are all deceived, by a strong
delusion. Let us turn to II Thessalonians, Chapter 2, verse 11:

And for this cause God, , shall send them strong delusion,
that they should believe a lie:

Would you not say that  has put the entire world, meaning all people under
strong delusion that they should believe in lies? In the Oxford Study Dictionary,
copyright 1999, on page 106, Catholic means “of all Christians.” This just tells
the flat out truth, that the Catholic Church is the Christian Church. But the
masses of the people hide under the title, “Christianity,” which we have just
learned is Catholicism. And this is based upon opinion and statistics. It really
doesn’t matter how we address the name anymore because Christian and Catholic
both relate to the same thing. For more documented proof, the Microsoft Encarta
Encyclopedia of the Computer, copyrighted 1993-1995, states that Christianity
is “the most widely distributed of the world religions, having substantial
representation in all the populated continents of the globe. Its total membership
may exceed 1.7 billion people.” And this was in 1993 through 96 so what about
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now, the world consists of over 6 billion people. This means that the Pope, who
is the single authority, is head of the world, by the establishment of Catholicism,
which is also hiding under the guise of Christianity.

So, therefore we can go back to answer the original question.

The seat or

authority of the Pope is not just over a “physical land” called Rome, but the
Roman Empire, meaning his Roman Catholic Government has extended
throughout the world, and more prominently here in America.

The Roman

Empire is all that believe in Catholicism, which is also Christianity. This seems
like he sits on top of the world. Another definition of Catholic is universal
[Merriam Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary, Tenth Edition, copyright 1999, on
page 181]. Universal comes from the root universe meaning “the whole world,
worldwide, widespread.” In finding these facts, we must not be deceived by
thinking that the Roman Empire has extended to only nations of North Africa,
Europe and Russia. That’s being narrow-minded, what they call small thinking,
but realizing that the Roman Empire is right here in America. This is the big
picture. This tells us what? That the supreme head of our country is the Pope, as
we have just learned that the Roman Empire encompasses all nations who
practice Roman Catholicism or Christianity. This is hidden from world history
classes. They do not teach in public schools that there is a single authority who
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sits above the President of the US, who controls a one world religion and that this
will be the way to usher in the New World Order, through one world religion.

Hence, we come to see that the beast was given power by one authority and that’s
the Pope who sits on high and no one really knows it. Why because they don’t pay
attention to stuff like this. They don’t pay attention to signs. We barely read road
signs, so let alone do we pay attention to prophetic signs.

Let us turn to

Revelation, Chapter 13, verse 4:

And they worshipped the dragon which gave power unto the
beast…

Hold, let us stop right here. At this point we don’t need to move too fast by
reading anymore.

What do we read, that the people did what?

That they

worshipped the dragon? And the dragon did what? The dragon gave power to the
beast. Worship means to “take part in religious service” [In accord with the
Encarta World English Dictionary, copyright 1999, on page 2051]. Do not people
worldwide take part in the religious service in worship of the phony image that was
set up by the Pope every Sunday? All these people have been indoctrinated by a
one-world religion. So some may be asking, is she saying that the dragon that is
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being talked about in Revelation, Chapter 13, verse 4 the Pope? Yes this is exactly
what I’m saying, which I will be proving with “convincing” documentation.

We just got through clarifying that the Pope is the supreme head of the Roman
Catholic Church, or Christian Church. So now let us dissect the word dragon.
Substantiated in the Webster’s New World Dictionary, Third Edition, copyright
2000, on page 432, dragon is defined as “a mythical monster.” Now when we
define the words mythical and monster, this is really going to turn the mystery of
this dragon inside out. In The Synonym Finder, by J. I. Rodale, copyright 1978, on
page 763, mythical means the same as “romantic.” In the Webster’s New World
Dictionary, Third Edition, copyright 2000, on page 1244, romantic means, “to be
characterized by romance.” And on the same page, romance comes from the Latin
etymology romanicus, which means Roman. And lastly, in the Merriam Webster’s
Collegiate Dictionary, Tenth Edition, copyright 1999, on page 1015, Roman
means “of or pertaining to the See of Rome or the Roman Catholic Church.”
Where does this take us back to? This takes us right back to the Pope. We are not
finished, there is still more to reveal.

Let us now probe into the word monster,

being that the dragon is a “mythical monster.” This is going to come as a shock,
on the authority of the Webster’s New World Dictionary, Third Edition, copyright
2000, on page 933, monster is a “divine portent of misfortune.” How many of us
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knew that? Most of us only associate monsters with something that comes back
from the dead, with one eyeball. So, it’s shocking to find out that a monster, as it
relates to the See of Rome or the Pope is a “divine portent of misfortune.” Do we
know what “portent” is? In the Webster’s New World Dictionary, on page 1122,
portent is “something that foretells an event about to occur, esp. an unfortunate
event; omen.” And an omen is a prophetic sign [In the American Heritage College
Dictionary, Third Edition, copyright 2000, page 952].

Therefore, we can assert that the Pope and the Roman Catholic Church are
prophetic signs of misfortune. This means that all kinds of bad, evil, wicked and
immoral things are going to happen within. Proof of such is in the Webster’s New
World Dictionary, Third Edition, copyright 2000, on page 920, where it states that
misfortune is trouble. Therefore, when we see the dragon, the Pope, stand as the
head of the Roman Catholic Church and condone, what is unacceptable and
incoherent to the teachings of the Bible, then we must know that we are living in
the “End Times.” When we see the people uneasy around the priests or bishops of
their church for fear of what will happen to them or their children then we must
know that we are living in the “End Times.” To further back up the fear and
trouble that they will have, to prove that this is real and not something that is made
up, one definition of the word trouble, in The Cassell Concise Dictionary, Revised
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Edition, copyright 1998, on page 1576, is, “to molest.” How much more real do
you want the truth to come? Are we not witnessing molestation take place in the
Roman Catholic Church. Mothers who are afraid to send their young sons around
the bishops or cardinals of their church for fear that they will come home “sexually
abused.” I mean, how sick is this? What kind of organization that is set up on the
foundation of “God” would condone such diabolical acts? We can attest to this.
We watch on the news, the young boys who are now grown men coming out of
hiding saying that they were sexually abused by their priests. Doesn’t this sound
like the world that is run by the Pope is in trouble? It’s happening in all churches,
but its just starting to be brought to the forefront with what they call the Catholic
Churches. Do you think that this has not caused permanent injury on the boys who
have suffered this treatment, or to the parents who have to face the issues of what’s
happening in the churches when they leave their sons alone with the priests? This
is just an example to show what will happen to those who leave their trust in the
hand of a dragon, a mythical monster or a romantic monster. And for this monster
to give power to the beast, we know that the beast must be just as much of an
animal as the Pope.

This leads us to our next point of discussion.

Thus far we have spent time

gathering background information on the Pope and the Roman Catholic
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Organization. Because in order for us to “fully” understand the rising of the beast
we must understand the Pope who gave rise to the beast. If we could please go
back to Revelation, Chapter 13, verse 4 and reread the first portion again:

And they worshipped the dragon which gave power unto the
beast…

So, now we know who gave power to the beast. Apparently the beast must have
been chosen of the Pope. Certainly he didn’t choose himself, especially under the
conditions that he holds such a “high” title. Someone gave him that authority and
put him right in a seat of power. This is what made him “the” beast. According to
the Webster’s New World Dictionary, Third Edition, copyright 2000, on page
1483, the is “one designated or identified, as by title (Their example is, “the
President of the United States). However, we don’t want to jump to conclusions
too soon. So we will let Webster, Cassell, Bartlett, and Oxford confirm this fact
for us.

First, we want to prove who the beast is by proving that he was designated. On the
authority of The Synonym Finder, by J. I. Rodale, copyright 1978, on page 282,
designate means to delegate, select, choose, elect, vote in, place in office. In the
same reference source, designate is also the same as nickname. We must keep in
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mind that the word “the” lets us know that he has a name or title that he will be
identified by. In The Cassell Concise Dictionary, Revised Edition, copyright 1998,
on page 981, nickname is “a name given in familiarity.” To add to this we can see
that the beast was given a nickname or title that would make him “familiar.” What
is the name that makes the beast “familiar?” In the Merriam Webster’s Collegiate
Dictionary, Tenth Edition, copyright 1999, on page 771, name is “an illustrious
record: fame.”

Therefore, by the beast having authority granted to him by the

dragon, the Pope, this has granted him an illustrious record, honorable character,
noble achievements and great fame. Now there is a catch to this, it didn’t say that
he had to earn it, but rather, Revelation, Chapter 13, verse 4, tells us that it would
be given to him. This is a form of power: “high reputation.” In conjunction with
these facts, in the same source of reference, name also means, “appointed to
office.” Once again showing that he was chosen by someone. In accordance with
the Bartlett’s Roget’s Thesaurus, copyright 1996, on page 1155, office is a “line of
duty,” and under this reference #433.3, it means commission. On page, 861,
commission means to inaugurate [from reference #771.31]. Are you all still with
me? In continuing to follow this path, the Encarta World English Dictionary,
copyright 2000, on page 908, defines inauguration, which is the noun of
inaugurate as “the formal placing of someone into an official position, especially
the President of the United States.” Being that the dictionary is a little unclear
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about the appointing of the President into office, we can deduce from The Synonym
Finder that especially means the same as chiefly and primarily. Therefore, we can
assert that the beast is chiefly and primarily one that has been commissioned to a
line of duty or that has been appointed to an official position through an
inauguration.

Does this allow you the capacity to believe that the beast is

nicknamed “Mr. President of the United States?”

To add to these facts, in the Encarta Dictionary, on page 908, inaugurate comes
from Latin inaugurare and it means “to install in office after observing omens.”
Wow, so this means that someone put a particular President in office after
observing omens; after observing prophetic signs of the End Time’s they knew that
it would be time for this particular one to be installed in office. The Latin word
inaugurere, which comes from the Latin root augurari means, “augur.” In The
Cassell Concise Dictionary, Revised Edition, copyright 1998, on page 90, augur
means, “to be a sign or foreboding.” And on page 569, “foreboding” under the
root forebode, is a “prophecy, presage or anticipation of evil.” Now, let me ask
you a question, who is the President that is currently in office? Bush. Do you
think that the inauguration of President Bush could be the prophecy or anticipation
of evil that is spoken of in Revelation Chapter 13? From our research we learn that
someone was observing omens, meaning that someone knew the signs, they knew
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prophecy and they installed the President into office? The only way to prove that
this Revelation is talking about “Bush,” is that we must be able to relate the signs
that we see taking place today with the things that the Bible said would occur. It’s
happening right here in the day of Bush being in office. We can not dispute it.

Could the one who is keeping a watch for the signs of the End Times be the
Bishop of Rome, who is also known as the Pope or dragon, the one who gave
power to the beast? In the Barnhart’s Concise Dictionary of Etymology, The
Origins of American English Words, copyright 1995, on page 70, bishop comes
from Greek episkopos, which means overseer. Now, let’s look at this logically, the
Pope or dragon installed someone in office to do his job, oversee or keep a watch
on time. Being that the word oversee and watch go hand in hand, in the Encarta
World English Dictionary, copyright 1999, on page 2004, watch means the same
as, “time.” Watch also means “a division of night.” Therefore, we have a certain
period of time that the beast would be put in office to be on the look out or to be
expectant of. He would be watching for the night, a period of gloom. With this
alone we can clearly see that this is a sign of prophecy. The beast can do nothing
outside of fulfilling the will of .
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Now let’s back stroke a little and go back to the word see, where we originally
started. This will help us gain a further understanding of the beast today. In The
Cassell Concise Dictionary, Revised Edition, copyright 1998, on page 1334, see
(s-e-e), comes from Latin sedere, meaning, “to sit.” Now, if you had power and
you were handing your power over to someone else this means that you would
allow them the right to exercise authority and control, am I right? So, on the
authority of The Cassell Concise Dictionary, Revised Edition, copyright 1998, on
page 1378, sit means “to roost.” Let us not get off key by thinking that we are
talking about chickens.

This doesn’t have anything to do with chickens.

Remember, we just got through with talking about vesting authority into
someone’s hands, by putting them in office to keep a lookout of or to be on the
alert of time. The beast is working on a time frame. He’s working in a division of
the night, which is a certain period of the night. In the same source of reference,
roost means, “to stay the night.”

From these facts we are gathering that he was given a certain period or time of the
night during which he should be on the watch or guard. Keep in mind, when we
say night, we are not talking about a physical darkness but a period when things
will be gloomy and when tribulation will set in.
“session.”

Period is synonymous to

In the Bartlett’s Roget’s Thesaurus, copyright 1996, session from
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reference # 641.4 is a “term of imprisonment.” So, exactly whose imprisonment
are we talking about? To clarify whose term of imprisonment we are talking about
let us break down what it means to sit, which means roost, which means to stay the
night. It is obvious that this period of imprisonment is during the period of night.
In the Cambridge International Dictionary, copyright 1995, page 1417, stay means
“to continue.” This allows us to see that the President was allowed to continue, to
act as the Pope by keeping a watch on someone’s prison term. This sounds like this
could be scriptural to me. Let us open our Bibles to Revelation, Chapter 13, verse
5. Read:

And there was given unto him a mouth speaking great things and
blasphemies; and power was given unto him to continue forty
and two months.

Let’s not concentrate on the mouth speaking great blasphemies that’s a series of its
own, but let’s concentrate on what comes after the colon where it says that the
beast, who is the President was given power to continue forty and two months.
That equals three and a half years. So the question is, what does it mean to be able
to continue for forty and two months or three and a half years? My question is
could the reason why the President has to continue is because the Pope, John Paul
II, is too old and can barely stand up without shaking and drooling everywhere or
is it for more prophetic reasons or is it just a combination of both? In The Synonym
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Finder, by J. I. Rodale, copyright 1978, on page 225, continue means to “maintain
course.” And in the Encarta’s World English Dictionary, copyright 1999, on page
415, course is a sequence of events. This means that the beast, the President was
given three and a half years to continue a sequence of events that involve the night.
That’s where our next journey begins with the word night.

In accordance with the Cassell Concise Dictionary, Revised Edition, copyright
1998, on page 981, night is a “dark period.” On page 367, dark means “grief,” so
then we can assert that the beast was given authority to continue through a period
of grief, which sounds much like the last portion of Tribulation to me. Grief
comes from grieve, on page 649. And grieve on the same page is synonymous to
grave. And on page 645, grave, is a place of burial; a sepulcher. Now, what does
this tell us? That the sequence of events that the beast was given to watch over
was the burial of   . He was given the job to make sure that the
sepulcher stays or is made sure. Sure means bound; tight. When I see sepulcher
my mind immediately goes to one place, because I know that there was only one
person who had a watch set over him, and that was   . Let us read
Matthew, Chapter 27, verse 64:

Command therefore that the sepulchre be made sure until the
third day, lest his disciples come by night, and steal him away,
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and say unto the people, He is risen from the dead: so the last
error shall be worse than the first.

Let us also drop down and read Matthew, Chapter 27, verse 66.

So they went, and made the sepulchre sure, sealing the stone, and
setting a watch.

This lets us know that they bound the sepulcher to make sure that it was sure, so
that the disciples of    would not come by night.

In other words, the

beast, the president is not only watching every move of   , but he is also
watching us, those who would come by night, at a period of grief and tribulation.
We have made it down to the final conflict. The beast was afraid of the disciples
coming by night and teaching the word of   . They bound   ,
so the last thing they ever wanted was for us to come during tribulation and teach
the gospel of   . They were afraid that we would stand up in opposition
to their one world religion, which we have found the one world religion being the
Roman Catholic Church; the same as the Roman Catholic Government. This
means that they were afraid that we would stand up against it, and blow their
cover. So, the sequence of events was to first put    away and the next
is to put those away who come by night. This is why the scripture reads that the
last error shall be worst than the first. That’s why Revelation, Chapter 12, verse 7,
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tells us that the dragon and his angels fought. The Pope, and his angels, his beast,
his US Governmental System that fall under the beast fought. This is what makes
his title so important. This is why he had to be given a familiar name, a familiar
title – “Mr. President” because he will be a prize fighter for the dragon. He’s all
for it.

In the Merriam Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary, Tenth Edition, copyright 1999,
on page 1238 title is defined as, championship. On page 190, championship is the
act of championing: “DEFENSE.” The root of championship is champion, which
on the same page means, “FIGHTER: a militant advocate or defender.” Therefore,
we can see that the beast is the devil’s advocate. He’s a militant advocator,
meaning He’s aggressive. He’s one that makes comments like, “By any means
necessary.” “We’re going to hunt’em down.” “If you are not for America you are
against us.” Does this not sound militant to you? Champion also means to
“challenge.” He tried to stop God in His tracks by taking him out of one prison
and moving him to an even worst one. Does this not seem like he’s challenging
us? Finally let us read Revelation, Chapter 13, verse 4 all the way through:

And they worshipped the dragon which gave power unto the
beast: and they worshipped the beast, saying, Who is like unto
the beast? who is able to make war with him?
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“Who is able to make war with the beast?’ Does that not sound like a challenge to
you? Let’s drop down and read verse 7:

And it was given unto him to make war with the saints,…

Didn’t I tell you when we first started that the rise of the beast was going to be to
“wage war.” The scripture said that it was given unto him to make war with
whom? The saints of the Most High. Why you? Because the saints of the Most
High will not follow the one-world religion, which is the one world government.
So what will happen to you when you stand opposed to this? Oh, those who have
the testimony be ready.

In the Merriam Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary, Tenth Edition, copyright 1999,
on page 189, challenge means “to accuse falsely; calumny.” And on page 163,
calumny means “slander: a misrepresentation intended to blacken another’s
reputation.” On page, 119 blacken means “to defame.” On page 301, defame
means “to harm the reputation of by libels.” On page 670, libel is “a written or
oral defamatory statement or representation that conveys an unjustly unfavorable
impression: a statement or representation published without just cause and tending
to expose another to public contempt.”
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This surely is what will happen to us. This is the battle the beast will contend. Do
we know who we are dealing with? The spirit of Anti-Christ. The beast is anti  .

He’s going to help push the Roman Catholic Church during the

period that they have    in the sepulcher, this is why he must be on the
watch making sure that the sepulcher is sure; sealed with a stone. By him doing
this, this makes him the familiar friend of the Pope. You better believe they are the
Judas family.

Webster’s Random House Unabridged Dictionary of the Computer, copyright
1999 defines familiar as “of the Roman Catholic Church – an officer of the
Inquisition employed to arrest accused or suspected persons.” Be mindful that an
officer can also be addressed as an elected or appointed official of the
governmental department.

In The Random House Dictionary of the English

Language, School Edition, copyright 1973, on page 399, Inquisition is “a special
tribunal set up by the Roman Catholic Church to combat, sentence and punish
heresy.” Heresy is unorthodox opinion; an opinion that does not coincide with
tradition. Catholicism is tradition. In the Encarta World English Dictionary,
copyright 1999, on page 926, they give a little history on inquisition -- it says that
the Inquisition is an organization in the Roman Catholic Church founded in the
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13th Century to find, question, and sentence those who did not hold orthodox
beliefs; NONCONFORMIST. Now, did they say that this organization stopped
finding, questioning or sentencing those who do not have orthodox beliefs? They
try to relate this to something that happened in the past, but I believe that it is
happening today. What is orthodox? In the same reference source, on page 1277,
orthodox is “traditional doctrine; following the established or traditional rules of
social behavior, a philosophy, or a faith; observing Christian Creeds; following the
teachings of Jesus Christ and the Christian faith as set down in the ecumenical
creeds. Ecumenical falls under the synonym of Catholic. So, let me ask you some
questions: Do we follow their traditional or established beliefs or rules of
behavior? No. Do we observe Catholic or Christian Creeds? No. Do we follow
the teachings of Jesus Christ? No. So, just because they say this is a former
organization do you think that they stopped combating or punishing those for
heresy? We just finished discussing who our “challenger” is. We are what they
call NONCONFORMIST. We are being persecuted for not conforming to the
Roman Catholic Church. So, we see that they don’t call it inquisition anymore
meaning, they don’t burn you at stake with physical fire anymore. That’s one of
their punishments, but today, they call it the Judicial System. They call it “ladies
and gentlemen of the jury.” They call it a judicial examination: the finding of the
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jury, that’s the definition that’s under inquisition that relates to these times
[according to the Merriam Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary, page 604].

If you are a nonconformist you shall be punished. It happened to God. It will
happen to us. That’s how they got   , with a jury, judge, prosecutor,
attorney general, publicists. That means if we walk around doing what I’m doing
right now, “talking,” preaching the word of , then in their court of law, we’ll
be punished for speaking the truth. If you look up the punishment for heresy,
you’ll find that it’s excommunication [according to the Merriam Webster’s
Collegiate Dictionary]. Well guess what, we must be living the times, because we
can’t even talk to our God,   . We can’t talk to Him in person, in
written form, via TV, internet, etc. That sounds like ex-communication to me, no
matter how they define it.

So, if we don’t worship the image by conforming to

one-world religion we shall be put through trial. The question is, are we tough
enough to endure it? Let us read Revelation, Chapter 13, verse 15.

And he had power to give life unto the image of the beast, that
the image of the beast should both speak, and cause that as many
as would not worship the image of the beast should be killed.
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And I believe I just pointed it out very clearly that we do not follow the doctrines
or beliefs of the image that he has set up. That means what? According to the
scripture, we “should” be killed.

In The Cassell Concise Dictionary and

Thesaurus, copyright 1999, on page 1013, should is the same as “shall.” And on
page 1005, shall is “used to express an intention.” This means that it will be their
intentions to kill us, but they will not be able to. Why? Because we are under
[’s] divine protection as long as we do what He says do. And He said do not
worship the image of the beast. Normally if someone would have told me this a
few years ago I would have gotten up and walked out. But I’m showing you how
deep my love for  runs and the respect that I have for His will. Does this mean
a physical death? Our Father,    suffered a Judicial Murder. In The
Synonym Finder, by J. I. Rodale, copyright 1978, on page 625 kill can mean: put
away, silenced, cut down, executed, stoned, or reduced to nothing. This is what
the Bible says should happen to those who refuse to worship the image of the beast
and to those who might be stupid enough to worship the image of the beast, which
is the Roman Catholic or Christian Church. Let us read Revelation, Chapter 13,
verses 16 through 17:

And he causeth all, both small and great, rich and poor, free and
bond, to receive a mark in their right hand, or in their foreheads:
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And that no man might buy or sell, save he that had the mark, or
the name of the beast, or the number of his name.

This is what they tell you they intend to do if you don’t take that mark, that you
should be killed. If you fear death, you’re in trouble. If you fear man more than
you fear   , then you will see death anyway. My Father,   
said don’t take the mark, by worshipping the one-world government. I fear Him
who is able to kill both body and soul in hell.

As we can read in Revelation, Chapter 13, verses 16-17, the seat of the Presidents
authority will be the New World Order. He’s a brute animal, he doesn’t mind
treating you like a slave, you were brought here as a slave. It didn’t bother him
then, and it doesn’t bother him now.

In The New Strong’s Exhaustive

Concordance of the Bible, the Greek word for beast is therion (thay-ree-on) and it
comes from the reference #2342 and it is the same as reference #2339, thera (thayrah), which means (a wild animal, as game). Before we close, to show you how
real this situation is. The word wild in the Webster’s New World Dictionary,
copyright 2000, on page 1636, means game. And on page 582, game is an activity
for diversion or amusement.

Through the events that are happening, as the

collapse of the World Trade Center, the Enron scandal, the Priests and the young
boys are prophetic signs. They are games that are used to detour our attention from
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the real deal. They are keeping us entertained so that “boom” at any moment they
can hit us in the forehead or on the back of the hand with a computer chip.

The real deal is that we are being diverted away from “rising of the beast,” which
is the establishment of the New World Order. Gird up your loins and be ready for
what is approaching. May we all be strong and I look forward to seeing you in our
next series of this seminar. Kazakh Veamats.
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